
Ebur- and ancient Boars 
This website has suggested for years that Eburacum, the earliest known name of York, began 

like Latin ebur ‘ivory’, referring to boars’ tusks.  A competing theory asserts that York was 

named from a Celtic word *eburos ‘yew’, which led to Irish ibar ‘yew’, Welsh efwr 

‘hogweed’, and Breton evor ‘alder buckthorn’. 

A fresh look at this controversial name is now prompted by an article by Peter Schrijver 

(2015), brought to wider attention online in 2019 by Academia.edu, in which he aims to show 

that “*eburos did not mean yew tree”.  Schrijver, who is a linguist and Celtic specialist, 

deserves credit for tackling the difficult interface between language and botany, but he misses 

the equally difficult interface between archaeology and geography.  Let’s try to fill that gap. 

Some Linguistic Issues 

The main reason for preferring boars to plants is dating.  Latin ebur ‘ivory’ was a real word, 

firmly attested in use by early Roman authors, such as Cicero.  And the figure of a boar 

appears on an inscription set up by a trader from York in AD 237.  In contrast, Celtic *eburos 

is only a theoretical reconstruction, derived from words for a disparate collection of plants, 

whose earliest known attestations are centuries post-Roman. 

Although that translation of ‘yew’ has been widely accepted, it is linguistically very shaky.  

Two words compete to mean ‘yew’ in the reconstructed proto-Celtic language: listed as 

*eburos and *ivos in “Gaulish”by Delamarre (2003: pp 159 & 193).  Reconstructed proto-

Germanic has three words: *eburaz- ‘boar’, *ihwaz- ‘yew’, and *ibahs- ‘ivy’.  Latin ebur is 

usually explained as derived from an Egyptian (i.e. Coptic) word that led also to Greek 

ἐλέφας and Latin elephantus ‘elephant’.  Latin also had aper ‘boar’, ebulum ‘dwarf elder’ and 

veper ‘thorn-bush’, and on the Coligny Calendar ivos seems to mean ‘festival’. 

The emphasis on yew trees owes a lot to Julius Caesar’s mention, in de Bello Gallico, of the 

fierce Eburones people, one of whose leaders, Catuvolcus, killed himself taxo ‘with yew’.  

For reasons that are ultimately political (How dare Belgium exist as a country separate from 

France and Holland!) a dogma grew up that ancient names of the Belgae must be analysed 

using parallels from Celtic (Welsh, Irish, etc) not from Germanic (Dutch, English, etc). 

In etymology, the truth is often messy and confused.  Is it better to translate Catuvolcus as 

‘battle falcon’ or as ‘lowland folk’?  The only certainty is that neither should be presented as 

religious truth.  In general, “Celtic” explanations for place names in Roman Britain should be 

regarded with deep suspicion, because they often result from past sloppy logic.  However, 

let’s not rebound into uncritically giving an easy ride to the idea of semantic flow elephant → 

ivory → tusk → boar for *ebur-.  What real evidence can be found? 

Yews, Boars, or Ivory? 

Yew trees are famously long-lived and evergreen, with toxic leaves and seeds.  Yew wood 

was used a lot in prehistory, notably to make longbows, for example as carried by Ötzi the 

iceman in about 3200 BC.  However, much romantic nonsense has been written about yews, 

and there is no hard evidence that yews were more important than any other evergreen tree or 

creeper as a religious symbol before Christian times.  The oldest yew trees in Britain almost 

all seem to date back to the “saints” who evangelized and founded church communities soon 

after Roman control ended.  See the excellent article by Harte for full details. 

In ancient Rome, ivory was big business, used to make statues, possibly life-size, of Julius 

Caesar and his successors, plus hundreds of smaller, utilitarian or decorative objects, 

including sceptres.  Elephants got wiped out across North Africa and the Middle East in 
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Roman times, and the tusks of other animals were used as well, possibly including hippos and 

walruses, but mainly boars. 

Pigs were first domesticated over ten thousand years ago and their wild cousins, known as 

boars are still common in a large band of territory north of the Mediterranean.  Farmers have 

a love-hate relationship with boars, which tend to dig up precious crops, but can be hunted for 

food and sport.  Boars were a symbol of fierceness in the mythology of many cultures.  For 

example, Greece had the Calydonian and Erymanthian boars plus the Crommyonian sow, 

Wales had Twrch Trwyth and Henwen, Norsemen had Gullinbursti and Hillisvini, Gaulish 

tribes had Moccus. 

In about 400 BC Xenophon described boar hunting, with dogs, nets, and spears, in great 

detail.  Rock carvings in Scandinavia, possibly as old as 1000 to 1500 BC, give a pictorial 

representation (Skoglund, 2018), while Homer’s Odyssey refers indirectly to boar hunting.  

Boar badges were used by Roman legions, notably the 20th, and they featured prominently on 

Anglo-Saxon helmets and in Beowulf.  Boars appear on many ancient coins, including 

Roman, British, and Gaulish examples.  See here about “The Role of the Boar in Celtic 

Iconography and Myth”, or here for “The Swine in Old Nordic Religion and Worldview”. 

Germanic words for ‘boar’ (Old English eofor, German Eber, Dutch ever, etc) are probably 

cognate with Latin aper, Latvian vepris, Russian вепрь, etc.  Pokorny (1959:323) stated their 

PIE root as *epero-.  Wider links to Thracian εβρος ‘billy-goat’, English orf ‘cattle’, Greek 

ἔριφος ‘kid’, ἔπερος ‘woolly’, ἡπαρ ‘liver’, Hittite apasa ‘Ephesus’, etc are debatable. 

Lubotsky (1994) discussed the Sanskrit god-creator Tváṣṭar- and Avestan ϑβōrəštar ‘creator’ 

as derived from a proto-Indo-Iranian *tu̯r̥ćtar-, related to Greek σάρξ ‘flesh’ and to Welsh 

twrch ‘boar’.  The implication is that boars were noted for their ability to upa-ni-ϑβərəs- 

Avestan for ‘to cut out, to dig out (a pit, hollow)’ or to tear (the nearest word in modern 

English).  Most relevant for the present purpose is proto-Indo-Iranian *warāĵʰás ‘boar’, 

which led to Varaha the boar avatar (incarnation) of the god Vishnu, hence Hindi baṛhelā, 

and Avestan varaza.  Kurdish beraz ‘pig’ neatly splits the difference between *eburaz- and 

the English word boar, which has no generally agreed etymology.  And Latin verres, Spanish 

verraco ‘boar’ may be related. 

Hyllestad (2012) discussed the wide variety of words used across Europe for pigs and traced 

many of them to Uralic languages.  He says next to nothing about *ebor. 

Understanding all the phonetic complexity is obviously a job for a heavy-duty linguist, but it 

seems reasonable to make a few points here:- 

1.  Popular names for animals notoriously disrespect species in a modern biological sense: 

think of hedgehog, buck rabbit, prairie dog, polecat, sealion, etc.   

2.  Lots of ancient animal names are strangely similar to *ebur.  Think of Greek καπρος ‘wild 

boar’, which passed into Latin as caper ‘male goat’.  Or ἵππος (hippos) ‘horse’ and the 

goddess Epona.  Or English beaver, heifer, elver.  Or Welsh efyrnig ‘young goat’.  

3.  Proper names do not always obey the regular sound-change rules that linguists cherish so 

much.  An observer soon notices ancient initial T turning up as S, theta, or É in various west-

European languages; W and H tend to come and go; B, V, W, F, and P swap around a lot. 

4.  A single inscription MATRIS AUG EBURNICIS L IUL SAMMO ET ... found at Yvour in the south 

of Lyon, has prompted speculation about “yew goddesses”, but it makes much better sense to 

link mother goddesses to lactating goats. 

The really important point is that we now have a possible theory to explain why ancient 

people gave such special significance to the boar: it was an animal that dug into the earth, 
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where the gods resided, showing early man how to till the earth.  That would most likely be at 

a stage in human history before a warrior aristocracy became obsessed with boar-hunting. 

Later personal names based on Ebur- are well attested among German speakers, notably in 

Galicia, which was controlled by east-Germanic tribes after AD 400 and yielded the early 

example of Eboric (Euric) in AD 583.  Early post-Roman forms include Ebragundia, 

Ebreguldus, Ebregulfus, Ebrildi, Eburicus, and Evorinus.  Modern form include Eberhard, 

Erwin, etc.  How such totemic names arose has long been discussed, notably by Lang. 

Boar-crested helmets are well known from post-Roman, Germanic societies, notably as 

mentioned in Beowulf.  They continue a tradition that stretched back into pre-Roman 

societies, throughout the zone that Romans and Greeks called “Celtic”, much of which spoke 

ancient languages that were not closely similar to those later called “Celtic” in the British 

Isles.  See here for some pictures documenting the ancient cult of the wild boar.  Some, but 

not all, carnyx battle-trumpets had boar’s heads.  There was a boar image on the Witham 

shield, from about 350 BC, found in eastern Britain 70 km from York. 

Plant Names 

This section is built upon Schrijver’s work, expanded and with added hyperlinks. 

For Welsh efwr,ewr attestations start in the 1200s, according to Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru.  

Botanically it seems to be definitely Heracleum sphondylium, a plant with multiple names in 

English.  Hogweed, also known as cow parsnip, is common in Wales, where it was a bit of a 

nuisance, slightly irritant to skin, so maybe it was a plant best left for hogs to eat.  It is also 

easy to mistake for other hedgerow plants with white flowers, notably cow parsley, or giant 

hogweed, which causes serious blisters, or hemlock, which is very poisonous.  Also common 

in parts of Wales was water hemlock, Britain’s most poisonous plant, whose Latin name 

cicuta looks suspiciously similar to the ancient place name Cicutio, in Wales, exact location 

unknown.  Efwr has nothing obviously in common with other plants claimed to be *eburos, 

apart perhaps from a spread of white flowers.  Wiktionary translates efwr as ‘black elder’, 

without giving a reason. 

For Irish ibar, Schrijver accepted a meaning of ‘yew’ and explained that when qualified by 

words for ‘mountain’, ‘earth’, and ‘meadow’, it applied to juniper, spleenwort, wood sage, 

and an unknown water plant.  Deeper analysis of Irish texts may be needed to establish how 

botanically reliable these identifications are or when they were written.  Presumably they 

were set down in at least post-Roman, Christian times, possibly later. 

Mentions of Breton evor (plus other spellings ivo, hevor, efor, etc) are described by Scrijver 

as all “lexical”, so their attribution to ‘alder buckthorn’ cannot easily be verified in early 

texts.  Despite confusions from alder and blackthorn, and suggestions that Cornish evor 

means either ‘bear’s paw’ or ‘hog weed’, it seems that the plant in question is Frangula 

alnus.  This is a deciduous shrub, without thorns, whose berries mature from green to red to 

black.  It is a laxative in humans, but birds like its berries.  Its name in French is bourdaine, 

possibly exemplifying the linguistic transition seen in *ebur to boar.  

A German name for the rowan tree is Eberesche or Eberboum, thought to reflect the way pigs 

ate the rowan’s orange-red berries.  Pigs famously gobble up raw acorns that humans find 

impossibly tannic, so maybe they have such a cast-iron digestive system that they can cope 

with yew berries, getting nutrition from the flesh and mostly excreting the seeds.  Also they 

will eat moderate quantities of alder buckthorn berries and of hogweed, and even Juniper 

once it is dry enough not to smell strongly. 
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In the end it looks as if there really is no common feature that unites all these plants: not 

evergreen leaves, nor white flowers, nor red berries, nor tusk-like protrusions.  Maybe one 

must just accept that common names for plants vary a lot. 

Reddish Colour 

Alder buckthorn has a history of serious use in dyeing, while the orange wood of yew and 

parts of hogweed can serve as a dye.  An 1813 Austrian book and various modern enthusiasts 

on the Internet supply details, but there is no obvious evidence of their historical use.  For a 

while it was tempting to argue that *ebur- meant ‘red-brown’, as a compound of two PIE 

roots, *ei- ‘reddish’ and *bher- ‘brown’.  However, that does not really suit PIE ei-3, which 

Pokorny (1959:297-298) defined as ‘multicoloured, reddish’, extended (e)i-u̯o-, (e)i-u̯ā ‘yew’ 

etc, continuing thus:- 
Arm. aigi ‘grapevine’ (*oiu̯ii̯ā); 

gr. οἴη, ὄη, ὄα ‘service-tree, rowan tree’ (*oiu̯ā) = lat. ūva ‘a grape, berry of the vine’; 

gall. ivo-, urir. iu̯a-, air. ēo m., cymr. ywen m., acorn. hiuin, bret. ivin m. ‘yew’; 

ahd. īwa, mhd. īwe, mnl. ijf, nhd. Eibe f., ags. īw m.,  

aisl. ȳr ‘yew’ (*eiu̯o-), named after the red-brown wood; 

besides *ei-ko- in ahd. īgo, as. Pl. īchas, schweiz. īche, īge, ags. īh, ēoh ‘yew’; 

lit. ievà, jievà f., lett. (with irregular intonation) iẽva ‘alder buckthorn, alder dogwood’ (*eiu̯ā), Old Prussian 

iuwis ‘yew’ (*iu̯a-), named after the red-brown wood; 

russ.-Church Slavic iva, skr. ȉva (= lett. iẽva), russ. íva ‘Weide’, ačech. jíva ‘yew, sallow’; 

Old Indian ḗta- ‘glimmering, varicolored’, m. ‘steed, bird, antelope’ etc., urind. PN (14. Jh.) Aita-ggama 

‘riding on a ram’ (Kretschmer KZ. 55, 93), f. ḗnī, in addition (with ṇ for n after hariṇī, Femin. to harita 

‘yellowish’, compare also hariṇá- ‘gazelle’): ēṇa- m. ‘kind of antelope’ (Schulze Kl. Schr. 123). 

Most likely, as Schrijver suggested, an ancient word referred to a range of berry-bearing 

plants, with a core form rather like a cross between modern English yew and French if, which 

could acquire a final R, as in many Irish plant names.  He surmised that “eating the fleshy 

arils of yew fruit, in spite of the high toxicity of all other parts of the tree including the seed 

itself, was probably a commonplace activity in prehistoric Europe”. 

Epigraphy 

Now let’s look for hard evidence of ancient use of ebur or ebor.  Most of it comes from 

proper names inscribed on stone, metal, or pottery.  A real classical scholar, familiar with 

Roman epigraphic conventions (and with great patience) could probably do better than the 

analysis offered here. 

Delamarre (2007:92-93) listed many “Celtique” Ebur- or Ebor- names, but it is better to go 

straight to the superb Clauss-Slaby epigraphic database, which instantly offers nearly 200 

inscriptions to be checked.  Here SMALL CAPS indicates a reading that is well supported, 

usually by an online photograph, but ordinary italics indicates one that has not been verified.   

It is immediately striking how very Roman everything is, full of tria nomina and the 

Empire’s religious and administrative terms.  Many names betray an ethnic origin, but most 

of the individuals and places that left durable traces of ebur/ebor names appeared to have 

totally bought into the Roman system. 

Ivory appears as a material (i.e. not in a name), notably when statues are described as 

eburneus ‘made of ivory.  Craftsmen working in ivory were spelled eborarius (9 instances) or 

eburarius (3 instances), echoing the O/U alternation of Latin ebur whose genitive was eboris.  

Most mentions of ivory dealers were in Rome itself, but it would be reasonable to guess that 

they could also live close to their sources of supply or to affluent clients in provincial cities.  

And of course anyone skilled in carving tusks could turn their hand to carving other 

materials, such as hard woods, jet, or amber. 
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One famous marble epitaph bears a lengthy poem extolling the virtues of Allia Potestas, 

whose face is described as eburneus ‘like ivory’, an idea picked up from the poet Ovid.  This 

raises a suspicion that some Ebur- names may refer to colour.  In ancient women a pale skin 

was prized, not least as a sign of leisured affluence rather than hard work in the sun.  Ancient 

men might have been named the equivalent of modern White-something surnames, or of the 

huge number of forenames that mean ‘white’ or similar: Alban, Bianca, Candida, Dwight, 

Elvis, Finnian, Gwyn, etc. 

Romans were not much bothered about race, but they did have family names based on skin or 

hair colour, (e.g. Aurelius and Flavius).  See here about the way that ancient Mediterranean 

people, who mostly had dark hair and suntanned skin, were fascinated by the fair hair and 

blue eyes of people from further north.  Warrior heroes were often described as having long 

blonde locks: examples include Achilles, Boudicca, Ireland’s Baedan of the Yellow Hair, and 

even their modern successors, like Jack Aubrey. 

It is less easy to imagine ancient names based on plants, but plenty of modern persons have 

first names Daisy, Holly, Ivy, Lily, Rose, Willow, etc or surnames Ashley, Oakes, etc.  Place 

names have always mentioned plants: Ivybridge, Rushden, Lindale, etc.  As for boars, plenty 

of places claim a link (Ephesus, Ebersbach, York, etc), but there is no hard evidence to 

confirm that that goes back to their foundation, rather than being a later rationalisation.  If a 

personal name was indeed linked to boars, the obvious guess is that that invokes the warrior 

fierceness of the animal. 

Place Names 

Here are some ancient geographical names that began like Ebur-, with a few comments on 

their local topography, history, and archaeology.  As the investigation proceeded it became 

clear all these places have a potential association with boars, noted in the hyperlinks, but that 

is not necessarily statistically significant.  Anyone who lives in the British Isles, where wild 

boars were exterminated probably around the 1300s, can easily forget that boars once roamed 

all across Europe in wild places.  Obelix the fictional boar hunter pal of Asterix still has his 

equivalents today across much of the Continent.  With less wolves and more field crops, boar 

populations are rising, leading to encounters in towns, interesting pictures on the Internet, and 

worries about African Swine Fever.  On the other hand, yew trees are not so universal or so 

newsworthy.  About their habitat see here or here.  Much the same holds for any other plant 

species that might be called *ebur. 

Eburacum (York) is abundantly attested in ancient sources, equally often spelled with an O 

(Eboracum, etc) rather than a U, just like Latin ebur, eboris.  The image of a boar on a stone 

altar is securely dated to Roman times. 

Eburocaslum was probably the Roman fort on Dere street at Cappuck, where a boar 

inscription was found, in the Scottish borders. 

Eburobriga on the Peutinger Table was probably modern Camp-de-Barcena (Mont-Avrollot) 

Avrolles north-central France, in an area still known for boar hunting. 

Eburodunum was a stop on the Via Domitia climbing into the Alps, now modern Embrun on 

a high plateau in the valley of the Durance.  The area is still known for wild boars.  A column 

at Sutri uses the spelling EBVRODVNVM, but the Vicarello cups have EBORADVNO.  Strabo 

(4,1,3) spelled it Επεβροδουνον. 

Eborudunum was a Roman city at modern Yverdon-les-Bains, at the south end of Lake 

Neuchatel in Switzerland.  Troublesome wild boars are increasing in that area. 

Εβουροδουνον (Ptolemy 2,11,31) was probably at modern Brno, Czechia, where wild boars 

are still hunted. 
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EBOREO and FVNDVM EBVRELIAM and SALTVM EBORELIAM were mentioned in the Veleia 

Table.  Possibly at modern Ebbio near Piacenza, whose fundus ‘bottom’ and saltus ‘forest 

pasture’ look like good boar habitat in an area where wild boars now come into town. 

Ebora, modern Evora in Portugal, was a prosperous Roman munipicum with at least 7x 

inscriptions mentioning its Eborensis inhabitants.  The surrounding area has always been rich 

in wild boars, and the food they love, especially acorns from cork oaks. 

Eburobrittium, mentioned by Pliny, was near modern Obidos, Portugal.  An inscription 

mentions its inhabitants EBVROBRITTIENSI. 

Aebura, mentioned by Livy as a city of the Carpetani and the site of a battle, was probably at 

or near modern Talavera de la Reina, west of Madrid.  Ptolemy’s Λιβορα and the Ravenna 

Cosmography’s Lebora may have been the same place. 

Epora is modern Montoro, on the river Guadalquivir upstream from Cadiz and Seville, and 

on the Via Augusta, known from several inscriptions that mention its Eporensis inhabitants.  

It was in ancient Tartessus (Tarshish), rich in metal ores, where a spectacular gold hoard was 

found.  A single coin, of uncertain reading, possibly shows Aipora. 

Eporedia is modern Ivrea, near Turin, NW Italy.  The name is generally thought to refer to 

horse-riding, though Pliny (3,17) wrote that eporedia was a Gallic word for ‘horse-tamer’.  

News stories on the Internet tell of boars in Ivrea town centre, being rescued from a water 

channel by firemen, etc.  It is at least curious that alluvial metal resources were exploited at 

both Epora and Eporedia in antiquity. 

Εφυρα or Εφυρη was the name of at least 8 places in ancient Greece.  One still called Εφυρα 

is in just the area where ancient Greeks were obsessed with boar-hunting, and the name may 

have transferred to the Eburini of Greek colonists in Italy. 

Tribal Names 

Eburini were, according to Pliny 3,11, a people of Lucania, an area that “abounded in wild 

boars”, in southern Italy.  Known also from inscriptions.  Eboli, near Salerno, may preserve 

the name.  That area, around Paestum, was very Greek and has interacted with wild boars 

since the Neolithic.  

Eburovici were a division of the Aulerci people, living around modern Evreux in Normandy.  

They put a boar image on a coin, but so did many tribes in the west of Gaul, as discussed, for 

example, by Hooker.  It is often claimed that the –vices part was Celtic for ‘fighters’, but 

Latin vicus ‘village’ (originally ‘exchange, market’) is a better guess, as for the Ordovices, 

Lemovices, etc. 

Eburones were fierce fighters who lived in an area later occupied by Tungri.  Only a few of 

their coins may have shown boars. 

Personal Names 

The potter Eburus seems to have worked in the Argonne region of northern France.  His 

products have been found in at least 16 places, mainly in Belgica and Germania.  He 

produced a goblet decorated with animal images, including two boars.  Latin aper ‘wild boar’ 

also shows up as a potter’s name (see here), so maybe names based on fierce animals were 

popular. 

Eburus (or closely similar forms) behind some inscriptions suggest a relatively humble 

individual.  EBVRI DM appears on a gravestone (Fig. 64 here) at Augustodunum above a 

representation of a craftsman with a pointed hammer, presumably a sculptor or coppersmith. 

C ARIVS EBVRI F APILOCVS HSE TITVLLINVS TITVLLI F F C on gravestone at Fundao, Portugal 

QVADRATVS #ALABI F AN XXC AMANA EBVRI F AN XX HSSSVTL on stone nr Trujillo, Lusitania 

CORIA EBV[RI] AN LX ... on stone from near Trujillo, Lusitania 

DMS EBVRVS #AVRI F AN XLIII HSE ...on a gravestone,  in Lusitania 
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TITVS IRRICO RVFI F EBVRO VSLM  on an altar near Soria, Spain 

FABIA EBVRI F LEMAVA ERITAECO A XL ... on gravestone at Astorga, NW Spain 

CASIA AN XXV EBVRI S### MARIT on a stone in NW Spain 

DMs Severae Valentini an LX posuit Lucila Ebura heres gravestone at Cidadela NW Spain 

L EBVRI L F CLA### IIIIV### AEMILIA ..... on stone at Novara N Italy 

SENECIO CASSIVS CASSI EBVRI FILIVS on stone at Verona, Italy 

L HARINES HER M ATVRI C EBVRIS POMPONIVS  ...  on a curse at Cumae near Naples, ?Oscan 

EBVRI VERINE  graffito on stone altar at Rome 

L Eburi F  potter’s mark in Sardinia  

Iassus f ... Ti ... Eburi on pottery at Trimontium, Scottish borders 

IOM ET IVNONI REG INTAMELIVS EBVRO ET FIRMIA LVCIA ... on altar at Worms, Germany 

... ET EBVRO FILIO F O AN XXX ET INGENVE CONVGI on gravestone at Huttenberg, Austria  

EBVRO MILIONIS FIL MILES IN CLASSE AN LII HSE  gravestone at Budapest, Hungary 

VENERI VICT AVG SAC EBVRVS EX IVSV D  on an altar at Savaria in Hungary 

εβυρος at Glanum = Saint-Remy-de-Provence.  not verified, possibly a potter’s mark 

Eburius may be the parent form behind these inscriptions: 

EBVRIA CALVENI F CELTICA SVP LVBRI AN XXVI HSE  on stone in NW Spain 

SILVANUS MANTAIUS EBVRIAE  on stone at Almodovar, Portugal 

DMT EBVRII TERENTII PRIMVLA VXOR DE SVO on gravestone at Calvisson near Nimes, France 

DM FL POLLIANO EBURIO M[ED]ICO DEFUNCTO ....  gravestone at Bordeaux, France 

... C Cornelius Quietus l E#uria  on stone at Narbonne 

DM CLETVSSTO VER... ET EBVRIA M...NIUGI ... on gravestone in Luxembourg near Trier 

A EBVRIUS CELER MILES LEG XV ...on a gravestone at Carnuntum, Petronell, Austria 

Silvano Sacrum Aeburia Artemisia DD at Rome 

DM EBVRIO ALVMNO DVLCISSIMO FORTIS ET SABINA B M FECERVNT at Rome 

Vibas Donatus Eburio at Rome 

M V S Eburius Exorati f Vero e Comm Caes cos  at Novaria, N Italy 

Mercurio v s Eburius Verus  at Novaria, N Italy 

Eburn- names resemble Latin eburneus ‘made of ivory’.  Examples include:  

R### EBVRNI F A LX HSETT  in Lusitania 

Eburnus Epafus and Eburnus Verbosus   were jockeys cursed in Tunisia 

... Clementi filio et C Eburneio C l Primo gravestone at Scampa = Elbasan, Albania 

DM Eburni Iul an XLV at Bourges, France 

L Eburnus Tatianus in Dalmatia 

pro salute sua et suorum Eburniani et Gauri et Attae ... in Kosovo 

Eutychia Eburnaes ancilla (‘maid’) at Rome 

Alexae Eburnaes ser supra cubicul at Rome 

MAX EBVRN   at Rome 

Names that come close to Eburn- include: 

Eburinus famulus dei vixit ....near Seville, Spain 

Eburianus at Confloenta = Duraton, Spain 

Secontio Eburen q Ambati f an XXXI on gravestone near Burgos in N Spain 

ANT ADDIO·EBVR(A)NCO·AM·F·AN·XXV   on re-used gravestone in N Spain 

L TERENTIO PATERNO EBVRANCO TITI F .... on a stone in N Spain 

EBVREINIVS CVRVNDI CARAECIQ VAELICO VSLM   on gravestone at Candeleda, Lusitania 

ATTA LVGVA CARAECICVM EBVRENI VXOR .... on gravestone at Narros del Puerto, Lusitania 

CAENOBIVS EBVREINI F AN XX   on gravestone near Trujillo, Lusitania 

... Eburena Maxima C Ebure... at Iconium in Galatia = Konya in Turkey 
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Clearly related to a known Ebur- place: 

...famulae Eburuniae Florae L Faentius Aurunculeius .... stone at Salerno, Italy 

...Q SECVNDUS EBVRODVNI... on an altar at Axima in the Alps 

...VIKANI EBVRODVNENSES...   on an altar and another altar at Yverdon-les-Bains 

Num Aug rat Eburod frat  on altar at Lyon  

Eborius episcopus de civitate Eboracensi, provincia Britanniæ, was a bishop who attended 

the Council of Arles in AD 314. 

Interesting longer names occur in these inscriptions: 

L IVLIV C F GAL EBVRACVS AN XXX ... on a stone in SW Spain 

[A]RANTIAE ET ARANTIO EBVRORICIS VSLM on altar at Castlejo, Lusitania 

Boutiu Eburacicum h s est   at Valeria, E Spain 

DMS L ORATIVS CAPITO #LATII F EBVRENSI gravestone in S Spain  

Eburilla at Avaricum = Bourges, France 

...Eburiolo et Fausto (f)ratrabiliter Eburiolus Marinae et Valeria Eburiolus  Pompeii graffiti 

Ebur- is sometimes just a broken fragment or a deliberate abbreviation of an unknown longer 

name.  Examples include 

...Lucila Ebura heres  on gravestone at cidadela, NW Spain 

CORIA EBV## AN LX H S T T L ... on a stone near Trujillo, Lusitania 

DM M CASS EBVRI### VETER EX MISEN S### SATENST### MARC CONIV  at Misenum, Italy 

Eburio### patri gravestone at Voghera, NW Italy  

...MAXSVMA CERVONIA T ROS EBVR MAXS L II  on a crude stone at Aquileia, Italy 

ENIO AVR MARTI ET AVR #  EVRACIO PRO SE ET SVIS VSLLM on altar at Wigton, Cumbria  

Eburi## #alentinus  at Caesarea, Israel 

Ebur Claudiae coniugi ... on gravestone at Rome 

FAB PRISCVS EBVR in long list of names at Rome 

Interesting spelling variations include: 

Aebura Reburrini f[i]lia anorum XXX on gravestone in SW Spain 

ebura### eburazz  &  eburaz  at Botorrita, near Zaragosa, Spain 

...SVIT #EBVR#NA PRO #VA FILIA  on gravestone  near Vigo in NW Spain 

Aebureae dulci in pace on a gravestone at Rome 

L Aeburus [3] f L Lani in an ordo list at Brindisi, Italy 

DM Q VAELIO IVLIANO SIVE AEBVRIO QUI VIXIT ANIS N XVI ... on gravestone at Chiusi, Italy 

D M Aeburcelliae G f Ingenuae L Aebutius Carpoforus coniugis  on gravestone in NW Italy 

Silvano sacrum Aeburia Artemisia DD   at Rome 

C VIRGINIO C F AIBARO MENATIA VALENTINA MATER ET AIBARVS PA P on a stone in S Italy 

M AIBARVS MADVI F AN XL H S EST on a stone at Coria, Lusitania 

BOUTIA AI##RI AN XXII HSESTTL ##NGI TA##INI FC  on a stone at Coria, Lusitania 

C Saenius C L Hebur on a gravestone at Rome 

C Iuni (or Iuli) Heburi was a potter known from five pots 

Because of PIE *epero- and some Greek words, here are some names with a P, not a B: 

DOM ET D [DI]ANAE MVS EPVRIA VR[S]VLA RE...  on a gravestone in Croatia 

APANA EPVRI F AN XV HSE TTL LANCIVS SCEVAE FFC on a gravestone near Trujillo, Lusitania 

.... munatius aemilianus et epuria capreola parent on a gravestone at Beneventum, Italy 

Eperastus was quite a common name, but it came from ἐπέραστος ‘loveable’.  Other recorded 

personal names included Eperhominus, Eperephanus, Beneperitus, Eperodia. 

Other non-Latin languages (or misreading) may be involved in these inscriptions:- 

AIBURIS in Tartessian script, from about 600 BC, is on a stone in the Algarve (Koch, 2010). 

DMS IVL IANVARIVS AIBVRHV V A LXXX on a gravestone in eastern Algeria, probably Berber. 
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Some Ebur- personal names obviously referred to a place of residence or origin, which is not 

surprising, since many modern surnames refer to a place.  However, sometimes reference to a 

place may not be obvious, for example if hiding behind a grammatical case.  Thus DM Ulpius 

Verecundus eres #ecimi VIN Eburo(?) leg VIII Aug mil an XI vix an XXXVIII in Syria is 

suggested here to be a naval officer from Eburium (Eboli). 

Conclusion 

What really leaps out of the epigraphy is that Iberia supplies 32 out of all the 80 inscriptions 

that apparently refer to Ebur-related personal names, plus 4 out of 12 Ebur-related place 

names.  The epicentre of Ebur- names seems to lie in Extremadura, west of Madrid into 

modern Portugal, where the rivers Douro and Tagus flow towards the Atlantic.  Much of that 

territory formed the Roman province of Lusitania, where one major tribe was the Vettones. 

That area later became known for the hard men who went off to become Conquistadores and 

now for black Iberian pigs.  Across a wider area still there are many carved stone animals, 

known as Verracos, which means ‘boars’ in Spanish, though the animal shapes depicted 

resemble bulls as well as boars.  They were probably carved millennia later than most 

megaliths of the Atlantic seaboard (Carnac, Stonehenge, New Grange, etc) and presumably 

represent symbols of ownership of particular patches of land. 

Exactly what ancient people thought about boars is still a bit mysterious.  A common modern 

view was expressed by coin specialist Hooker thus: “The association of pigs, and especially 

boars, with the underworld, night, and death is almost universal.  As animals that root in the 

ground, that are often dark in colour, that have tusks shaped like the crescent moon, and that 

are ferocious, it would be odd for them to have any other meaning.”  Their behaviour might 

even have given early man the idea to go underground in search of minerals. 

Recent DNA evidence suggests that Iberian male lineages were almost completely replaced, 

between 2500 and 2000 BC, by newcomers from the east.  Maybe that represents the arrival 

of metal-wielding warriors as ancestors of the belligerent locals the Romans had such a hard 

time conquering.  In about 65 BC Pompey raised four legions in Iberia, one of which was 

Legio IX Hispana, which went on to build the Roman fortress at Eburacum around AD 71.  It 

was later followed at York by Legio VI Victrix Hispaniensis. 

It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that a large fraction of all the ancient Ebur-related 

names originated from Iberians who moved around in Roman imperial service.  The 

Lusitanian and Tartessian languages are generally suggested to have been Indo-European, 

similar to Latin, but on their way to becoming Celtic.  Discussion has focussed particularly 

on loss of the original P sound, possibly through contact with speakers of non-PIE Iberian 

languages.  Latin started being established in Iberia roughly a century before Gaul and two 

centuries before Britain, so quite a lot of ancient “Roman” soldiers were probably as much (in 

modern terms) Spanish or Portuguese as Italian. 

So, finally and rather surprisingly, we have a viable hypothesis to explain how Eburacum got 

its name: it was built by troops whose ethnic identity and/or regimental traditions came from 

a part of Iberia that was obsessed with boars.  Of course this hypothesis raises a vast number 

of questions.  Suggestions for improvement to anthony.durham@ntlworld.com please. 
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